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Abstract—Efficient top-\(k\) query processing in highly distributed environments is a valuable but challenging research topic. This paper focuses on the problem over vertically partitioned data and aims to propose more efficient algorithms. The effort is put on limiting the data transferred and communication round trips among nodes to reduce the communication cost of the query processing. Two novel algorithms, BulkDBPA and 4RUT, are proposed. BulkDBPA is derived from the centralized algorithm BPA2 which requires very low data access. BulkDBPA borrows the idea of best position from BPA2 and so has the advantage of low data transferred. It further reduces the communication round trips by utilizing bulk read and bulk transfer mechanism. 4RUT is inspired by the algorithm TPUT which only requires three communication round trips to get the exact top-\(k\) results. 4RUT improves its top-\(k\) lower bound estimate by introducing one additional communication round trip, which can subsequently reduce the data transferred in query processing. Experimental results show that both BulkDBPA and 4RUT require much less data transferred and response time than the competitors including Simple Algorithm and TPUT and each has its own suitable application environments respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Top-\(k\) queries have attracted much interest in many research areas such as network and system monitoring [1], data stream systems [2], information retrieval [3], sensor networks [4], peer-to-peer (P2P) systems [5][6], big data processing [7], etc., for they can avoid overwhelming the user with huge numbers of low quality results which are resource-consuming. Top-\(k\) queries retrieve the best matched \(k\) objects for users. The problem can be modeled as follows [8]: given a set \(O\) of \(n\) data objects \(O_i\) (\(1 \leq i \leq n\)), each object \(O_i\) is described by \(m\) attributes and has one score \(s(O_i)\) on each attribute \(a_j\) (\(1 \leq j \leq m\)), and further define a scoring function \(f(O_i) = f(s(O_i), s_a(O_i), \ldots, s_m(O_i))\) to compute the overall score of each object, and a top-\(k\) query requests to retrieve the \(k\) data objects whose overall scores are the highest among the set \(O\).

Although much work has been done to solve the problem of top-\(k\) query processing in centralized database systems [9], the problem in distributed environments has not been well studied. Data generation, storage and application are becoming increasingly distributed. This paper focuses on top-\(k\) query processing in highly distributed environments such as P2P systems and sensor networks. The simplest solution for this problem is the Simple Algorithm (SA) [8], which collects the data of all nodes to the query initiator and processes the top-\(k\) query on the initiator in a centralized way. Since its high communication cost, SA is clearly inefficient. In highly distributed environments, the bandwidth among nodes is usually limited. Therefore, the key for a top-\(k\) query algorithm to be efficient is to have low communication cost. For certain distributed systems, the communication cost of an algorithm is mainly determined by two factors: data transferred and communication round trips. Data transferred represents the amount of data transferred among nodes and communication round trips denote the times of communication among nodes during the algorithm execution. In this paper, we try to propose efficient top-\(k\) query processing algorithms by limiting these two factors.

Starting from one of the key factors, data transferred, we have presented a novel algorithm called BulkDBPA (Bulk Distributed Best Position Algorithm) in our early publication [8]. BulkDBPA is derived from the centralized algorithm BPA2 [10] which is, to our best knowledge, the centralized top-\(k\) algorithm with lowest data access, benefit from the idea of best position and direct access mode. But a naive direct extension of BPA2 into highly distributed environments is infeasible. Although it will have the advantage of low data transferred, the communication round trips will be too huge, leading to worse query performance [8]. To solve this problem, BulkDBPA utilizes bulk read and bulk transfer mechanism for data access and transfer in order to reduce the communication round trips.

Considering the other key factor, communication round trips, we propose another novel algorithm called
4RUT (4-Round-trip Uniform-Threshold) which is inspired by the distributed top-k algorithm TPUT (Three-Phase Uniform-Threshold) [11]. TPUT is a threshold-based algorithm and only takes three communication round trips to get the exact top-k results. TPUT consists of three steps: lower bound estimation, pruning and final lookup. Our proposed 4RUT tries to improve the lower bound estimate by introducing one additional communication round trip in order to reduce its data transferred in the later steps of pruning and final lookup so as to reduce its overall communication cost.

The new contributions of this paper are: firstly, a new efficient top-k query algorithm called 4RUT in highly distributed environments is proposed, which only takes four communication round trips to retrieve top-k results. Secondly, experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of 4RUT as well as the early presented BulkDBPA. Experimental results show that both BulkDBPA and 4RUT require much less data transferred and response time than the competitors including SA and TPUT. Thirdly, this paper compares BulkDBPA and 4RUT on their performance and applicability for different environments. The two algorithms are both efficient and each has its own suitable application environments respectively.

Overall, we propose two efficient top-k query algorithms, BulkDBPA and 4RUT, by limiting the two major factors of communication cost in highly distributed environments, data transferred and communication round trips, respectively. So it can form an organic whole solution for the problem of top-k query processing in highly distributed environments over vertically partitioned data. For convenience of analysis and comparison as well as deeper understanding of the two novel algorithms, from their working mechanisms, features to effects, we will give a brief description of the early presented BulkDBPA algorithm and quote some representative experimental results in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work, and the BulkDBPA and 4RUT algorithms are presented in Section III and IV respectively. Section V gives the performance evaluation of the algorithms and finally we conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In centralized systems, the most important top-k query algorithms include Fagin’s Algorithm (FA) [12], Threshold Algorithm (TA) [13] and Best Position Algorithms (BPA and BPA2) [10]. TA, BPA and BPA2 are all threshold-based algorithms, and BPA2 has the lowest data access and the least query response time due to its best position and direct access mechanisms.

In distributed environments, the research on top-k query processing can be divided into two categories according to the data partitioning over nodes. One is over horizontally partitioned data in which each node stores a part of the data objects and their scores on all attributes. The other is over vertically partitioned data in which each node is responsible for one attribute, i.e. scores of all data objects on each attribute are stored in one node.

For horizontally partitioned data, the top-k query processing should involve all nodes in general and the proposed methods try to avoid this with the help of index [14], histogram-based routing filters [15], statistics-based heuristic [16], branch caching [17], skyline operation [18], etc., some of which only retrieve approximate results.

For vertically partitioned data, only the nodes with queried attributes will be involved in query processing and the research objective is to reduce the data access on each node and data transfer among nodes. Zhang and Suel [19] proposed DTA, a distributed extension of TA, and used Bloom Filter to improve its performance. Cao and Wang [11] presented TPUT algorithm which only requires three round trips to get the top-k results. Yu et al. [20] proposed algorithms similar to TPUT while using non-uniform threshold for each data list. TJA [21] is also a three-phase algorithm based on non-uniform threshold, and performs the score calculation in the network rather than in a centralized way. Akbarinia et al. [22] presented top-k query algorithms in Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) based on their specific data storage mechanism. Besides, some algorithms retrieve only approximate top-k results, e.g. KLEE [23].

This paper focuses on the problem of exact top-k query processing over vertically partitioned data in highly distributed environments and tries to propose more efficient algorithms with lower communication cost.

III. BULKDBPA ALGORITHM

For convenience of problem description, we have the same assumption with [8] that in a distributed system of N nodes, each node Vj stores a data list lij consisting of the n data objects and their scores on attribute a. Each data item in list lij is a pair of <Oj, s(Oj)> which represents the data object Oj has a local score of s(Oj) in list lij. Each list is sorted in descending order of the local scores and the scoring function f is a monotone increasing function.

BPA2 is a centralized algorithm taking very low data access due to its best position and direct access mechanisms. The best position of a list is the greatest seen position in the list such that any lower position is also seen in data access. Direct access is a mode of access that reads the data object at a given position in a list.

We plan to extend BPA2 into distributed environments, expecting to develop an algorithm with very low data transferred among nodes. But naive distributed extension will lead to a poor algorithm which needs a large number of communication round trips, shown by DBPA [8]. So a novel algorithm called BulkDBPA has been proposed [8], which employs bulk read and bulk transfer mechanism to reduce the communication round trips. It reads a bulk of unseen data items closely after the best position of each queried list at each direct access and sends the bulk of data items to the query initiator at one time.

The BulkDBPA algorithm works as follows [8]:

1. The query initiator R finds out the set of nodes V which store the lists involved in the query. For each list lij on node Vj, set its best position bpj = 0.
2. In parallel, do direct access to each list lij, read B
unseen data items closely after position $bp_i$ and send them to $R$. All the returned data objects form a set $D$.
3. In parallel, do random access to each list $L_i$ to find the local score of each data object in $D$ and send it to $R$.
4. If a direct access or random access to each list $L_i$ changes its best position, then update $bp_i$ and send $s(bp_i)$ to $R$ along with the local score sent in step 3.
5. On node $R$, compute the overall score of each data object in set $D$ and maintain in a set $Y$ the $k$ seen data objects whose overall scores are the highest among all the data objects seen so far.
6. On node $R$, compute the threshold $T = f(s_1(bp_1), s_4(bp_2), ..., s_n(bp_n))$. If $Y$ has involved $k$ data objects whose overall scores are not lower than $T$, then stop doing direct access. Otherwise, go to step 2.

Different settings of bulk size $B$ will affect the query performance. The bulk size $B$ can be predefined in the query system or determined by the query initiator, and can also be set for each query separately. In general, BulkDBPA can employ two kinds of bulk size strategies: fixed size and variable size. The former uses a fixed bulk size for different queries and the latter uses different bulk sizes for different queries [8].

**IV. 4RUT ALGORITHM**

TPUT is a most concerned distributed top-$k$ query algorithm. It is a threshold-based algorithm which reduces communication cost by pruning away ineligible data objects and terminates in three communication round trips between the query initiator and the queried nodes to get the exact top-$k$ results regardless of datasets and queries. This characteristic avoids TPUT to suffer from the problem of too many or uncertain number of communication round trips which will lead to too much communication cost or introduce uncertainty to the algorithm efficiency. TPUT has good performance in reducing communication cost, but we believe it is not perfect yet. We found out through theoretical and experimental analysis that the communication cost of TPUT can be further reduced and finally we propose a novel and more efficient algorithm called 4RUT.

TPUT executes in three steps: lower bound estimation, pruning and final lookup. Firstly, it determines a lower bound estimate for the $k$'th value; then it uses the estimate to prune away ineligible data objects as much as possible; finally, it looks up the resulting set of objects in all queried nodes to identify the top-$k$ results. In the first step, each queried node sends the top $k$ items in its list to the query initiator, then the query initiator calculates the partial scores of the collected objects and takes the $k$'th highest partial score as the top-$k$ lower bound estimate, which is used to guide the pruning step. We think if we can improve the lower bound estimate, we can certainly reduce the communication cost in the later steps, because better lower bound estimate can help to prune away more ineligible data objects and thus less data objects are needed to be sent to the query initiator. Based on this idea, we propose 4RUT, introducing one additional communication round trip to obtain better lower bound estimate. 4RUT executes in four steps:
1. The query initiator $R$ finds out the set of nodes $V$ which store the lists involved in the query. Each node $V_i$ sends the top $k$ items in lists $L_i$ to $R$, and all the returned data objects form a set $D$.
2. $R$ collects all unread local scores for each object in $D$ from each list $L_i$, calculates the overall score of each object in $D$, and takes the $k$'th highest score as the top-$k$ lower bound estimate.
3 and 4. The same as the step 2 and 3 of TPUT.

We can see that in step 1 and 2 of 4RUT, we use two communication round trips to get the exact overall score of each object in $D$ rather than partial score in TPUT. The exact overall score is certainly not worse than (and usually is better than) its partial score for each data object. Therefore, this method can be expected to obtain better lower bound estimate which will lead to less communication cost in later steps of the algorithm. We will compare the performance of 4RUT with TPUT in next section.

**V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

**A. Experimental Settings**

We use the same experimental settings with [8] shown in Table I. The hardware environments are a LAN with 100Mbps bandwidth and PCs with Intel Xeon 2.66GHz CPU and 1GB memory. Five top-$k$ query algorithms SA+BPA2, DBPA, BulkDBPA, TPUT and 4RUT are implemented using Java programming language in FreePastry system, an open source implementation of the famous P2P protocol Pastry [24] which can provide O(logN)-hops routing in an N-nodes system. SA+BPA2 represents the SA algorithm based on BPA2, i.e. the query initiator collects all the data from involved nodes and then solves the top-$k$ query using BPA2. DBPA [8] represents the naive distributed extension of BPA2. The same three metrics with [8] are used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms: query response time, data transferred and communication round trips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes, $N$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of data objects, $n$</td>
<td>1000-1000000</td>
<td>100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of queried lists, $m$</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
<td>Uniform, Gaussian</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Experimental Results**

The experimental results shown in this subsection are the average results of 10 runs.

1) *Comparison of different algorithms*

Figure 1 shows the performance comparison of the five algorithms over Uniform and Gaussian datasets, where BulkDBPA employs the uniform bulk size strategy setting $B=k$ for each query. We can see that DBPA and
BulkDBPA both have less data transferred than SA+BPA2 and TPUT over the two datasets. This is because they both absorb the advantage of low data access of the centralized algorithm BPA2. But due to its much more communication round trips, the response time of DBPA is not acceptable at all. BulkDBPA improves its response time by utilizing bulk read and bulk transfer mechanism which significantly reduces its communication round trips. For 4RUT, although it takes one more round trip than TPUT (4 vs. 3), it outperforms TPUT on data transferred as well as response time, especially on the Gaussian dataset. Furthermore, we can see that the performance of 4RUT is comparable with BulkDBPA.

2) Effect of n and m

Figure 2 shows the performance of BulkDBPA, TPUT and 4RUT while varying the parameters n and m. It can be seen that the data transferred and response time increase with n and m for each of the algorithms. This is a natural result since the workload of each algorithm will increase with n and m. Another observation is that the performance of BulkDBPA and 4RUT are both better than TPUT on any parameter setting, proving the efficiency of the new proposed algorithms.

3) Bulk size strategy of BulkDBPA

The effect of different bulk size strategies for BulkDBPA is investigated and the results are shown in Figure 3. The strategies used in experiments are listed in Table II [8] where step denotes the step of direct access in BulkDBPA. We can conclude that the simple fixed strategy can achieve reasonable performance if we can determine an appropriate bulk size and among the variable strategies, the linear strategy can be considered as the best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>$B = R_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$B = k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>$B = k \times \text{step}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pow</td>
<td>$B = k \times \text{step}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log</td>
<td>$B = k \times \log_2(\text{step} + 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sqrt</td>
<td>$B = k \times \sqrt{\text{step}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>$B = k \times 2^{\text{step}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Comparison of BulkDBPA and 4RUT

From the conclusion of last subsection, the linear strategy can be considered as the best bulk size strategy for BulkDBPA among the candidates. So we are interested in comparing the performance of BulkDBPA employing linear strategy with 4RUT. Figure 4 shows the results of response time on different settings. From these results, we cannot determine the exact winner from BulkDBPA and 4RUT, because each competitor has its own advantages for different settings. For example, BulkDBPA requires less response time than 4RUT when $k \leq 50$ on the setting of $n=100000$ and $m=4$ over the Uniform dataset, but 4RUT becomes the winner when $k=100$. But we can say in general that BulkDBPA is more suitable for lower $m$ and $k$ which requires relatively less query workload, while 4RUT is more efficient when $m$ or $k$ is higher.
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Figure 2. Performance of BulkDBPA and 4RUT while varying \(n\) and \(m\)
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Figure 3. Response time of BulkDBPA with different bulk size strategies over Uniform dataset \((m=4, n=100000)\) [8].
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Figure 4. Comparison of BulkDBPA and 4RUT on response time over Uniform and Gaussian datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes two algorithms, BulkDBPA and 4RUT, for top-k query processing in highly distributed environments over vertically partitioned data. Communication cost is the key factor to affect the query performance in these environments. Our effort is put on limiting the data transferred and communication round trips to reduce the communication cost. Absorbing the idea of best position from one of the best centralized algorithms BPA2, BulkDBPA gets the advantage of low data transferred. It further employs bulk read and bulk transfer mechanism to reduce the communication round trips. 4RUT is a 4-round-trip threshold-based algorithm. It improves the 3-round-trip algorithm TPUT by introducing one additional communication round trip to obtain a better top-k lower bound estimate, which subsequently reduces the communication cost of the algorithm. Experimental results show that both BulkDBPA and 4RUT require much less data transferred and response time than other competitors and each has its own suitable application environments respectively. Future work includes detailed investigation of more different bulk size strategies for BulkDBPA and further optimizations such as using Bloom Filter to reduce the data transferred.
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